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EPISTEMIC RATIONALITY AND THE DEFINITION OF DELUSIONS
Abstract
According to one argument for the anti-doxastic conception of delusions, delusions are not beliefs because they are not responsive to evidence and responsiveness to evidence is a constitutive feature of belief states. In this paper, I concede that delusions are not responsive to evidence, but I challenge the other premise of this anti-doxastic argument, namely, that responsiveness to evidence is a constitutive feature of belief states. In order to undermine the premise, I describe instances of non-pathological beliefs that strenuously resist counterevidence. I conclude that considerations about responsiveness to evidence do not necessarily lead us to deny that delusions are beliefs. On the contrary, they seem to support the view that there is continuity between delusions and non-pathological beliefs.

1. The argument from responsiveness to evidence
Epistemic rationality concerns norms that govern the formation, maintenance and revision of beliefs. Epistemically irrational beliefs are beliefs that are either badly supported by the available evidence (lack of empirical support) or are impervious to counterevidence (lack of responsiveness to evidence).  Evidence in support of the hypothesis that, if the sky is red at night, then the weather will be good on the following day (“Red sky at night; shepherds delight”) should be weighed up by a rational subject before she takes the hypothesis to be true. Further, if evidence against the hypothesis becomes available after the hypothesis has been endorsed, and this evidence is powerful, robust and so on, then the rational subject should come to doubt the previously formed belief, suspend judgement until new evidence becomes available, or even reject the belief altogether. 
In this paper I shall resist a common argument against the view that delusions are beliefs. This argument is based on the epistemic irrationality of delusions: delusions are not beliefs because they are not responsive to evidence, and responsiveness to evidence is a constitutive feature of beliefs.  The basic version of the argument goes as follows:
P1) Beliefs are responsive to the available evidence.
P2) Delusions are not responsive to the available evidence.
Thus, delusions are not beliefs.
In the rest of this section I shall provide some context and motivation for this argument, and clarify the formulation of its premises and conclusion. 
1.1. Conceptions of delusions
It is acknowledged by psychiatrists and neuropsychologists that the content of the delusion is believed by the person reporting it. However, with few exceptions (e.g., Bayne and Pacherie 2005; Bortolotti 2009), in the philosophical literature there is strenuous resistance to conceding that delusions are beliefs. Some argue that delusions are modes of (non-actual) reality (Gallagher 2009) or that they are other types of intentional states: acts of imagination mistaken as beliefs (Currie and Ravenscroft 2002); doxastic or non-doxastic acceptances (Frankish 2009); or hybrid states such as half beliefs and half imaginings (Egan 2008). Other contributors to the debate on the nature of delusions may concede that people believe the content of their delusions, but argue that delusions are better understood as pathologies of experience (Stephens and Graham 2006; Hohwy and Rosenberg 2005) or as pathologies of action (Fulford 1993) rather than pathologies of belief. 
Debates about the nature of delusions are not merely terminological disputes: they have significant theoretical and practical consequences. Theoretically, the case of delusions helps us decide how irrational a mental state can be before we stop regarding it as a belief. Can x be a belief if it does not succumb to powerful counterevidence? Practically, whether people genuinely believe the content of their delusions is relevant to our attempts to explain and predict their behaviour, especially when the behaviour seems to be a consequence of their having delusions. In addition, the status of delusions has implications for attitudes towards clients in clinical psychiatry and for the range of available treatments which are deemed suitable for them. For instance, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) cannot be successful unless the patient is sensitive to cognitive probing and can be trained to assume a more critical attitude towards the content of her delusion. Thus, whether CBT is offered does (in part) depend on what we take delusions to be.  CBT would be wasted if delusional reports were just random utterances with no meaning, and it would be harder to justify if delusions did not have any significant doxastic element.
1.2. Responsiveness vs. sensitivity to evidence
It is useful to distinguish between sensitivity and responsiveness to evidence. In ordinary language “responsiveness” and “sensitivity” are used almost indistinguishably to indicate the capacity of a certain object to change in relation to an event. If a difference can be found, responsiveness has an active connotation and is often associated with a more specific outcome (the object reacts to an event in a particular way), whereas sensitivity has a more passive connotation and is often associated with a less specific outcome (the object undergoes some change as a result of the event).
Following this, when I say that beliefs are sensitive to evidence I mean that the attitude a person has towards her belief can change as a result of being exposed to or obtaining evidence that is relevant to the content of the belief. This notion is supposed to capture the thought that evidence can contribute to strengthen or weaken the person’s confidence in the truth of a belief. However, sensitivity to evidence doesn’t tell us anything about whether beliefs are (epistemically) rational – it just tells us something about what type of intentional states they are. 
Responsiveness to evidence, though, is supposed to track one norm of epistemic rationality and identifies more precisely which attitude the subject should adopt when new evidence emerges. The subject’s belief is responsive to evidence if she will change her attitude towards the belief on the basis of evidence that becomes available to her, in the following way: by decreasing her confidence in the truth of the belief if the new piece of evidence undermines the content of the belief; and by increasing the confidence in the truth of the belief if the new piece of evidence supports the content of the belief. If the content of the belief is shown to be false by the new piece of evidence (e.g., the evidence is a clear counterexample to a universal claim), then the subject will suspend judgement, revise the belief or abandon it altogether.
1.3. The premises: inductive generalisations or conceptual truths?
Philosophers such as Egan (2008) and Currie and Ravenscroft (2002) have argued that delusions are not beliefs because they are epistemically irrational and don’t seem to be responsive to evidence.
If we think that a certain sort of evidence-responsiveness is essential to belief – then, in many cases, we’ll be reluctant to say that delusional subjects genuinely believe the contents of their delusions. And so, we’ll be uncomfortable with characterizing delusions as genuine beliefs. (Egan 2008, pp. 265-266)
How should we interpret the premises of our initial anti-doxastic argument in order to correctly reconstruct the thought behind anti-doxastic or hybrid views of delusions? (P1) and (P2) can be interpreted either as inductive generalisations, telling us something about how beliefs or delusions typically behave (“It is typical of beliefs that they are responsive to the available evidence”; “It is typical of delusions that they are not responsive to evidence”). Alternatively, they can be interpreted as conceptual links between beliefs or delusions and responsiveness to evidence (“It is constitutive of beliefs that they are responsive to evidence”; “It is constitutive of delusions that they are not responsive to evidence”). Depending on which interpretation we choose, we can actually have four sets of premises:
ARGUMENT A
P1) It is typical of beliefs that they are responsive to the available evidence.
P2) It is typical of delusions that they are not responsive to the available evidence.

ARGUMENT B
P1) It is constitutive of beliefs that they are responsive to the available evidence.
P2) It is typical of delusions that they are not responsive to the available evidence.

ARGUMENT C
P1) It is typical of beliefs that they are responsive to the available evidence.
P2) It is constitutive of delusions that they are not responsive to the available evidence.

ARGUMENT D
P1) It is constitutive of beliefs that they are responsive to the available evidence.
P2) It is constitutive of delusions that they are not responsive to the available evidence.

Now I’d like to offer some reasons to believe that in the debate about the nature of delusions philosophers use a version of argument (B). There is some textual evidence for the view that (P1) should be interpreted as a conceptual truth given that the anti-doxastic view of delusions is often motivated by an explicit or tacit endorsement of an epistemic rationality constraint on beliefs (see the passage I quoted from Egan above, but also the discussion in Currie and Ravenscroft 2002). Further, it would be implausible to interpret (P2) as a conceptual truth because the purpose of anti-doxastic arguments is to clarify the nature of delusions, and making assumptions about the constitutive features of delusions could be perceived as a question-begging move.  So the dialectic seems to be this: given what we know about the constitutive features of beliefs, are delusions beliefs?
In addition to the considerations above, argument (B) is a better polemical target because it is more promising than the relevant alternatives, and more interesting than some of them. First, (P2) would be straight-forwardly false if it were interpreted as a conceptual truth. We know that some delusions are abandoned as a consequence of cognitive probing. People treated with cognitive therapy may lose conviction in the content of their delusion and, as a result, be more inclined to question the content of their delusion. Such cases, though not very common, are a clear counterexample to (P2) as a conceptual truth. Second, arguments which conclude that delusions are not typical beliefs are much too weak to establish or even lend support to the anti-doxastic view of delusions: even the philosophers who defend the doxastic account of delusions would happily agree that delusions are not typical beliefs (see Bayne and Pacherie 2005).
One could argue that, in argument (B), (P1) is far too implausible: the thesis amounts to denying the possibility of beliefs that are not responsive to evidence, and yet we all know that people can maintain beliefs in the face of strong counterevidence in a variety of circumstances. However, the rationality constraint on beliefs has a respectable pedigree in the philosophy of mind (e.g., Davidson 1984 and 2004; Dennett 1987; Heal 1998; Child 1994), and can be conceived as a revisionist position. When we offer a counterexample to the conceptual claim, the rationality constraint theorist can re-describe the phenomenon in a way that does not conflict with the principle. One possible move is to accept the evidence suggesting that there is a failure of responsiveness to evidence, but argue that the mental state in question is only superficially belief-like (e.g., maybe it leads to action or is used in inference), but is not a genuine belief unless it is also responsive to evidence. Another possible move is to reject the interpretation of the evidence: the mental state in question is a genuine belief, but it does not serve as a counterexample to the principle because its failure to be responsive to evidence is only apparent. 
For all the reasons above, the purpose of this paper is to assess argument (B). I shall accept the second premise of the argument (“It is typical of delusions that they are not responsive to evidence”) and resist the first premise (“It is constitutive of beliefs that they are responsive to evidence”). 
In section 2, I shall lend some support to (P2). Not only is there plenty of evidence suggesting that people are resistant to abandoning their delusions, but references to epistemic irrationality often make an appearance in standard definitions of delusions. In section 3, I shall provide examples of non-pathological beliefs that are sensitive but not responsive to evidence. If not just delusions, but also paradigmatic instances of belief are maintained in the face of powerful counterevidence, and not just in exceptional circumstances, but on a regular basis, then I have a prima facie reason to challenge the view that it is constitutive of beliefs that they are responsive to evidence. In section 4, I shall argue that the two classical revisionist moves that rationality constraint theorists can make are unpromising in the context of this debate.
2. Responsiveness to evidence in delusions
Delusions are paradigmatically conceived as violations of epistemic rationality. For the DSM, a delusion is “a false belief based on incorrect inference about external reality that is firmly sustained despite what almost everyone else believes and despite what constitutes incontrovertible and obvious proof or evidence to the contrary” (APA 2000, page 765).
Other definitions highlight the epistemic faults of delusions but also take into account the possibility of revision (see also Kingdon and Turkington 2004, page 96):
Usually a delusion is defined as a false belief that is also strongly held such that it exerts a strong influence on behaviour and is not susceptible to counter-arguments or counter-evidence (or, at least, the delusion is unshakeable over a short timescale and in the absence of systematic attempts at belief modification). (Charlton 2003, page 315)
Although delusions are often sensitive to evidence, they are seldom responsive to evidence. People with delusions might come to endorse the delusional hypothesis without having good evidential support in its favour, and they remain committed to the hypothesis even when powerful argument or evidence against it becomes available. Maybe the person reporting the delusion is not epistemically blameworthy for forming the delusional hypothesis when she is affected by a relevant neuropsychological deficit, or when she is in the grip of some abnormal experience, but arguably what compromises the epistemic rationality of the delusional report happens after the delusional hypothesis has been formulated. Why is the delusional hypothesis endorsed when more plausible explanations of the abnormal experience are available? More relevant still, why isn’t the endorsed hypothesis discounted later? One explanation is that selective attention to material that is relevant to the topic of the delusion reinforces the delusional interpretation of objectively neutral events and contributes to making revision less likely (Gilleen and David 2005; Kapur 2003; Gerrans 2009; and Mele 2008).  Langdon and Coltheart (2000) have proposed that people with delusions have a hypothesis-evaluation deficit.
As I anticipated in section 1, revision is not impossible. There are conditions in which the content of a delusional report is first doubted and then revised. Recent studies suggest that, when confronted repeatedly with evidence that contradicts the delusion, people may lose conviction in the delusion and can also renounce the delusion (Brett-Jones et al. 1987; Chadwick and Lowe 1990; Brakoulias et al. 2008). As in the case of ordinary beliefs, when people are invited to think about alternative interpretations of the available evidence and to consider alternative explanatory hypotheses, their attitude towards the delusions changes, and the rigidity of the delusional states is reduced as a consequence. On the basis of these studies it is not unreasonable to conclude that, as Garety and Hemsley (1997, page 53) put it, delusions “are in many respects like normal beliefs, in that they are [...] potentially responsive to evidence and experience”.
3. Responsiveness to evidence in beliefs
The mark of epistemic rationality is a healthy balance between tendencies that can conflict with one another, such as the tendency to change beliefs in response to evidence (empirical adequacy) and the tendency to maintain well-established and well-connected beliefs (conservatism). Whether the balance is healthy depends on the context: both the impact of the available evidence on the belief, and the quality and reliability of the evidence need to be evaluated. A scientist who stubbornly defends her own hypothesis against the arguments of the dissenting scientific community can be described as a truly original thinker who is not easily swayed by peer pressure and conventional wisdom, or as a fool who does not see the errors of her ways and hangs on to unpromising ideas. Often the difference between these two judgements does not lie in objective features of the scientist’s behaviour, but in the verdict of history. Similarly, in everyday reasoning, maintaining a belief in the face of counterevidence is not necessarily irrational, especially if good reasons are offered to discount conflicting evidence. 
The psychological literature suggests that although most beliefs are sensitive to evidence, they are not necessarily or even typically responsive to evidence. Here are some examples.
3.1. Beliefs about causes
The studies on causal, probabilistic and inductive reasoning suggest that non-delusional beliefs can be resistant to counterevidence (see Sloman and Fernbach 2008 for a review). One problem found in causal reasoning is the tendency to evaluate data on the basis of a preferred theory. This phenomenon has been observed generally in the formation of probability judgements, and in the acceptance or rejection of scientific hypotheses on the basis of reported data. Chinn and Brewer (2001) attempt to understand and model how people represent and evaluate data. In their study, undergraduate students were shown reports of data relevant to the following two questions: “Is the extinction of dinosaurs due to volcanic eruptions?” and “Are dinosaurs cold-blooded or warm-blooded?” Participants read about the initial theory on one of the two issues: the theory was well-argued for and was seemingly supported by many relevant pieces of evidence. They were then asked to rate their belief in the theory, and most of them became very confident that the theory was correct. 
Next, participants were divided into two groups. In group one, they read about evidence contradicting the initial theory (e.g., “Dinosaurs did not go extinct because of volcanic explosions, because eruptions were frequent but gentle”) and provided both ratings and reasons for their ratings. In group two, they read data supporting the initial theory (e.g., “Dinosaurs went extinct because of volcanic explosions, because eruptions were frequent and violent”), and also provided ratings and reasons for ratings. Finally, both groups were asked to what extent the additional data were inconsistent with the initial theory, and they provided again both ratings and reasons for ratings. 
Chinn and Brewer found that the assessment of the data was significantly influenced by the initial theory (as predicted on the basis of previous studies), but participants did not realise that. When the additional data were consistent with the initial theory, they found the data convincing. When the additional data was inconsistent with the initial theory, they found the data unconvincing. But the reasons for the assessment of the data were not transparent to them and were not reflected in the reasons they provided for the ratings. 
Similar to many other researchers, we found that the undergraduates were more likely to discount data that contradicted their beliefs than to discount data that supported their beliefs. (Chinn and Brewer 2001, page 375)
The results of the analysis by Chinn and Brewer show that there is often a tendency not to revise an accepted theory even when robust counterevidence becomes available. People realised that evidence against their preferred theory was presented to them. But they were not responsive to it: instead of losing confidence in their preferred theory, they discounted the evidence against it (without good reason). 
One might argue that relevant expertise and critical thinking training are required to assess pieces of evidence and evaluate theories on the basis of whether they fit the available facts. Moreover, some background knowledge might be required to tell apart plausible from implausible explanatory models. But further psychological evidence is available to suggest that people draw conclusions that are not always well-supported by the evidence – even when they ought to know better.
3.2. Racist beliefs
A crucial epistemic feature of prejudiced beliefs against a specific race is that they are very resistant to revision, even when convincing counterevidence comes about.
Miguel might say, “I don’t know what makes them lazy. Maybe it’s their genes; maybe it’s their culture; maybe it’s some metaphysical spirit. Maybe it’s none of these. I have no idea. What I know is that they are lazy.” If Miguel is further pressed, not so much for a rational basis for his belief but simply for an account of how he arrived at it, he might cite his own experience. Of course it is illegitimate to infer from a small sample in one’s experience to an entire group; and in any case, people’s interpretation of their own experience [...] is itself often suspect, driven by very stereotypic generalizations it purports to provide evidence for. Nevertheless, just as familiarly, people do engage in such unwarranted generalizing all the time.  (Blum 2002, pages 136-137)
This passage clarifies one possible connection between two epistemic faults beliefs are prone to: lack of empirical support, and strenuous resistance to counterevidence. In the case of prejudiced beliefs such as the one Miguel is reporting in the passage above, lack of empirical support contributes to resistance to counterevidence. If Miguel could identify a source of epistemic support for the belief that a racially defined group is lazy, then his interlocutor could attempt to challenge Miguel’s belief by attacking the source of its epistemic grounding (e.g., laziness is not encoded in genetic information or does not seem to be a cultural trait of a specific human group). But because Miguel is not committed to any specific reason for his belief, the belief becomes more difficult to challenge on the basis of evidence.  When Miguel cites his own limited experience as a reason for his general belief, the situation does not improve. Whatever evidence we might present to Miguel that people from a certain racially defined group are not lazy, it will always be our experiences against his, and no agreement is likely to be found. 
Unfortunately, the phenomenon of racist beliefs and racist behaviours is not a thing of the past – recent social psychological studies have shown that racist beliefs are routinely expressed and acted upon in everyday settings. Rusche and Brewster (2008) studied the behaviour of a small sample of white servers with respect to black patrons in large restaurants in the US, and found a variety of firmly held and widespread beliefs which affect the service provided. By means of field work in 2002 and in-depth questionnaires in 2004, the study revealed that the great majority of white servers in the sample believed that black patrons had unreasonable expectations, treated them badly and did not tip. For these reasons, they often avoided attending their tables, and shared racist comments with other servers, often by using a code. This form of tableside racism, as the authors call it, involves beliefs that are extremely resistant to counterevidence and are self-perpetrating:
Essentially, servers say ‘I do not expect blacks to perform well as tippers and therefore my service will reflect this expectation.’ We argue that white customers are expected to leave fair tips and are therefore given service that merits them. Black customers, on the other hand, are expected to tip poorly and are therefore given poor service that merits bad tips. These performance expectations can thus become self-fulfilling prophecies if expectations shape service quality, and service quality influences tip size. In other words, if servers anticipate a poor tip, they may receive a poor tip, not because the customers are inherently bad tippers, but because they were given inferior service. In short, server discrimination is, in part, a function of the interaction between servers’ cognition and the social climate in which they work. (Rusche and Bewster 2008, page 2021).
When black patrons did tip well, servers usually attributed the “surprising” event to their own excellent performance – the surprise did not convert into a piece of erevidence against the prejudiced belief (Fiske 2000, 2004; Fiske and Taylor 1984). Given that the racist belief was socially shared in the workplace (often endorsed by restaurant managers as well as by other servers), it was likely to become entrenched and harder to challenge or abandon.
3.3. Epistemic conservatism and polarization
One area in which evidence emerges for non-pathological beliefs being scarcely responsive to evidence is that of polarization effects. Critical attitudes towards already presented and accepted evidence are not commonly expressed or manifested in behaviour, but critical attitudes towards evidence that supports our initial beliefs are even more rare. 
In an influential study, Lord and colleagues (1979) wanted to see whether the presentation of evidence contributes to changing people’s attitudes towards a controversial issue. Research participants were exposed to mixed evidence on whether capital punishment is effective in crime reduction. The evidence on both sides of the issue was balanced, but at the end of the experiment participants endorsed more strongly their initial position for or against capital punishment. As in the study on causal reasoning I reviewed earlier, participants regarded evidence that supported their initial beliefs as convincing, whereas they were critical of the evidence that spoke against their initial beliefs, and so they discounted it. This speaks in favour of the hypothesis that their initial beliefs were sensitive to evidence, as the participants’ confidence in the truth of their beliefs changed after being exposed to counterevidence. But it speaks against the hypothesis that their beliefs were responsive to evidence, as the participants’ confidence in the truth of their initial beliefs actually increased rather declined after exposure to counterevidence. 
People who hold strong opinions on complex social issues are likely to examine relevant empirical evidence in a biased manner. They are apt to accept "confirming" evidence at face value while subjecting "discontinuing" evidence to critical evaluation, and as a result to draw undue support for their initial positions from mixed or random empirical findings. Thus, the result of exposing contending factions in a social dispute to an identical body of relevant empirical evidence may be not a narrowing of disagreement but rather an increase in polarization. (Lord et al. 1979, page 2098)

The examples I reviewed in this section suggest that rigidity and conservatism are common features of many non-pathological beliefs.

4. Potential objections
In section 1 I said that rationality constraint theorists have two possible replies to the strategy of finding a counterexample to the principle that beliefs are responsive to evidence. Either they claim that the alleged counterexamples are only apparent cases of belief, or that they are only apparent cases of lack of responsiveness to evidence. I shall consider the plausibility of these two moves in turn.
The former move often involves being revisionists about beliefs. When applied to the present debate, this option is unpromising. First, revisionism is attractive when it’s not too widespread and I provided examples that are very diverse: beliefs about scientific hypotheses, beliefs about one’s own success or talent, racist beliefs, beliefs about controversial issues such as the effectiveness of capital punishment in crime reduction. Would it be plausible to claim that in none of these cases we are faced with genuine instances of beliefs?
Second, even if we did decide that the considered cases are not genuine instances of belief, we would be left with the difficult task of describing what they are instead. What should we call these apparent beliefs? On the basis of delusions resisting counterevidence, Currie and colleagues put forward the view that delusions are imaginings (Currie and Jureidini 2001; Currie and Ravenscroft 2002). For Currie and colleagues, beliefs are formed on the basis of robust evidence and are open to revision when evidence emerges that makes them less likely to be true. If delusions cannot behave in the same way, then they are not beliefs. This strategy presupposes the acceptance of an epistemic rationality constraint on beliefs, because the features of beliefs that Currie and colleagues do not find in delusions are features that only rational beliefs exhibit. Their positive thesis that delusions are imaginings is plausible because imaginings are not necessarily revised on the basis of new experiences, and they are not supposed to be subject to reality testing.
Imaginings are not apt to be revised in the light of evidence; the whole point of imagining is to be able to engage with scenarios that we know to be nonactual. (Currie and Jureidini 2001, page 160)
The general argumentative strategy exemplified by Currie and colleagues is an example of the first move available to rationality constraint theorists. Delusions are only apparent beliefs. In fact, they are imaginings. This explains why they are not responsive to evidence. But even if some delusions could be relabelled as imaginings, the problem is that not all beliefs that are resistant to counterevidence and counterargument can be comfortably relabelled as imaginings given their role in inference and in action guiding. 
Compare the reasoning of a person with delusions with that of a person afflicted by prejudiced beliefs about Jewish people. Young and Leafhead report the details of a case study on the Cotard delusion, the delusion that one is dead:
We wanted to know whether the fact that JK had thoughts and feelings (however abnormal) struck her as being inconsistent with her belief that she was dead. We therefore asked her, during the period when she claimed to be dead, whether she could feel her heart beat, whether she could feel hot or cold [...]. She said she could. We suggested that such feelings surely represented evidence that she was not dead, but alive. JK said that since she had such feelings even though she was dead, they clearly did not represent evidence she was alive. (Young and Leafhead 1996, pages 157-158.)
Tavris and Aronson (2008, pages 60-61) report a fictional but perfectly realistic dialogue adapted from Gordon Allport’s The Nature of Prejudice (1954):
Mr X: Jewish people think of nothing but money; that is why there are so many Jewish bankers.
Mr Y: But a recent study shows that the percentage of Jewish people in the banking business is negligible, far smaller than the percentage of non-Jewish people.
Mr X: That’s just it; they don’t go in for respectable business; they are only in the movie business or run nightclubs.
Tavris and Aronson comment that “once people have a prejudice, they do not easily drop it, even if the evidence indisputably contradicts a core justification for it” (2008, page 61). Interestingly, the same observation would easily apply to the case of Cotard delusion described above by Young and Leafhead. People who are in the grip of prejudice, just like Mr X, come up with reasons for their dislike of a certain group, and when a reason is challenged, another takes its place. These reasons are usually unfounded generalisations, that conflict not only with reliable data, but also with the person’s other beliefs about the relevant group. 
One might of course argue that both the Cotard delusion and many prejudiced belief-like states are not genuine instances of belief, but their role in our mental economy certainly resembles the role of beliefs far more than it does that of imaginings: the person with Cotard often displays the affective and behavioural features of someone who is detached from her current experiences, and prejudiced belief-like states feature in inference, are defended with (often bad) arguments, and are acted upon.
The latter move would be to claim that in the cases considered in section 3 we are faced with genuine instances of belief, but these beliefs are (contrary to appearances) responsive to evidence. This option also seems unpromising. As I have observed when describing the cases one by one, most of the reported beliefs are sensitive to evidence, but they do not behave as epistemically rational beliefs, and they are not challenged or revised when convincing or robust counterevidence comes about. 
Of course, one might argue that the problem is due to whether beliefs are responsive to evidence but to whether people can weigh up the available evidence correctly. Some cases can be re-described as follows: subjects do not challenge or revise their initial beliefs not because these beliefs are non-responsive to evidence, but because the available counterevidence is (erroneously) deemed as unconvincing. The interpretation of the psychological data does not seem to fit with this move: the interpretation is that subjects discount the available evidence because they cannot ignore it and do not wish to abandon their initial belief. This might happen either for cognitive limitations (a widespread conservative bias which leads to discounting contrary evidence) or for motivational factors (a desire to preserve the initial hypothesis because it is more attractive or already entrenched in current practices). 
5. Summary and conclusion
In this paper my purpose was to review and assess the following objection to the doxastic conception of delusions: delusions are not beliefs because they are epistemically irrational. In particular, my target was the view that delusions are not beliefs because they are not responsive to evidence. From the start, I acknowledged that delusions are epistemically irrational. Their epistemic irrationality features prominently in the definition of delusion and in the diagnostic criteria for delusions. Typically, delusions are not responsive to evidence. 
It has been argued that if delusions are resistant to counterevidence, then they are not beliefs but something else. This argument is based on the view that there is an epistemic rationality constraint on beliefs, and that there cannot be beliefs that are not responsive to evidence. I attempted to show that in a variety of non-pathological beliefs there is a tendency towards excessive conservatism and resistance to counterevidence. If non-pathological beliefs present the same type of deviation from epistemic rationality as delusions, it is not a promising strategy to argue that delusions do not deserve belief status on the basis of the view that responsiveness to evidence is constitutive of beliefs.
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